FENCE NOTES

1. Use 3,000 psi concrete, fully consolidated around the post.
2. Where the post is set in rock or concrete, core out a cylinder 1 ft. larger in diameter than the post. Set the post and grout in place using non-shrink grout.
3. All posts must be plumb and aligned with one another in both horizontal and vertical planes.
4. Corners and gateposts for chain link fences shall extend above the top strand of barbed wire to provide tensioning for the barbed wire.
5. Provide media A and B at all corner posts where the fence changes direction by more than 18 degrees.
6. The grade of the site and installation of the fence shall provide for no more than a 1" gap between the bottom of the fence material and finish grade.
7. Contractor shall provide hold open devices for all gates at the specified open positions; driven pipe type receivers are not authorized.
8. Contractor shall also provide a mushroom type receiver at the close position.

TYPICAL FENCE AND GATE DETAIL
SCALE: N.T.S.